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Anyone who knows American evangelicalism from the inside is familiar with the Holy Land pilgrimage. Often organized by a local pastor, the tour involves visiting holy sites in Israel, "walking where Jesus walked," as it were. During their trip the pastor and/or other tour guides connect the sites they are visiting with the appropriate Scripture passages, the focus of the trip being the Biblical past and the prophetic future What mattered to these late 19 th -century and early 20 th -century American Protestant pilgrims -and is probably still the case with their 21 st -century counterparts -was that they have a subjective spiritual experience, as the real Holy Land "lay in the hearts and minds of believers rather than in a particular landscape" (120).
Given the spiritualized Holy Land, it makes sense that the actual living, breathing individuals living in Palestine were not of interest in and of themselves. As regards the local Arabs, they were simply seen as "figures frozen in a miniature diorama," providing a "vision of the ancient world" (15) 
Inventing the Holy Land is insightful and interesting. It is unfortunate that it is
marred by writing problems. Particularly confusing is the author's practice of providing direct quotes without mentioning in the text who is being quoted. This is particularly problematic in a paragraph (e.g., second paragraph on 104) in which there are quotes from multiple sources, but no indication as to which are from primary sources and which are from scholars commenting on these primary sources.
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